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Between all people, we have certain ones who always remember JoS.

This can be with volunteering, a donation, or doing meaningful work. For what one can say about these people, I can only say THANK YOU.

I have to thank all of you for actually caring of what the Gods have ordained to us on our heavenly task.

Those who do this, know that there is an element of addiction, sense and purpose in all of this, very powerful joy is involved in that action.

We transcend our humanity and touch our purpose when we behave in this way. We get a small glimpse of the abundant powers the Gods have, and the joy in bestowing it shines upon us.

In regards to those who do "not", then I have some very positive advice: try to start caring to invite the Gods stronger in your life. You will become stronger. You'll see purpose besides of what one sees now.

Satanists will be like all people and everyone's actions [or inactions] have their specific consequences. Those who love the Gods must always want to see the positive consequences of positive actions.

In life we tend to walk around blind. The more we do about others and the more we care for the Gods and their work, the more they show positive sentiment and care about us.

Where we are blind, others come behind us to safeguard us from the blind spot: That is the meaning of having a union instead of walking around as isolated units.

Those of you who do not care for them or what they are making to save us all, and think that you are very important, life will force you into reconsiderations.

The greatest of humans can become small in the eyes of the Gods, and the small ones can be elevated if they elevate themselves with actions.

We have to accept that even if we are small, we have to start comprehending that reciprocity is required, and that nothing in this world is for granted. Human arrogance is off the rails.
But not everyone is like this, and for what we can see, we can see that humanity has hope.

In regards to those of you who have little, but still care, what can I say besides THANK YOU?

If things are even worse, do not worry, they will become better and you can make them better. Do NOT give up!

And what about those who have a lot to give but don't offer excuses and want to act like small people that do understand that from a whole cake one should give that was bestowed by the higher powers? Congratulations.

You are of the reasons I still have faith in humanity.

In regards to those who always come up with excuses, tears, nonsense, doubts, and so on: heal yourself or grow so that one day you will do the same for others. This is the way to inner fulfillment and salvation, and not with doubts, fears, negativity, and the wrong path of life.

The reasons I wake up in the morning, and the reasons too the higher beings look at us and say that we are not just some more sub-humans in this world that don't want to spiritually advance, and that it's worthwhile to help us.

We are doing tasks every day to prove this.

When I come on the forums and I see the superiors helping others, and new SS learning, and older SS advancing, the house of knowledge kept together by the hands of ourselves, then I tell myself: THERE IS HOPE! HUMANITY STILL EXISTS.

The Gods give everything. Humans are in reverse, for obvious reasons, and that's among the reasons they aren't Gods. They stray from this behavior to maintain their "humanity", and the more they to do that, the more they lose from their so called "humanity".

Emulation of the higher is necessary to become "it". We try to emulate as much as we can.

Every day I show up here to show this very fact, that you are CARED for, and LOVED by the Gods, and I want to project the wisdom and love of the higher entities among the partakers. As you can see, there is no "obligation", we act by free will, yet REAL free will makes us understand that in front of us we have a most pleasing obligation.
As far as I am concerned, this "obligation" to help is the pathway to freedom. I would feel like nothing but enslaved if I cared for nobody and minded nothing. This is the life of a slave.

Those who care about JoS care for their fellow SS and their fellow Gentiles in mankind, little or smaller, you CARED. As you have given care, so you will receive it.

THANK YOU FOR CARING!!! May the Gods shine strongly on you for CARING in a world where most people only seek to take.
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